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Hobby horse 

€The first bike was called a hobby horse.there are rubber wheels surrounding the bike.



€The hobby horse was mad about 101 years ago.



High wheeler 

This bike is called a high wheeler or a penny-farthing 



A high wheeler or penny farthing was invented in 1870. The name came from 2 old British 
coins.



The pedals of a high wheeler was Playst on the big front wheel.and it was difficult to get off the bike.



Mountain bikes 

A mountain bike is mostly used  for riding over some rough/muddy or hilly grand we still use 
mountain bikes. But we mostly just use them to go on well any type of ground.



Where are bikes usd 

In China  Millions of people travel from work.on there bikes not many People take cars and 
have cars.some tips of bikes can  travel on bumpy roads.people use those bikes to get on 
the countryside or up some hills or mountains .



Bicycles now

The bikes we use today have pedals and we use them to get to school and home we use 
bikes for everything. We use bikes to get some exercise and we stills use  it to get to 
werk.and to get home from werk. But instead of haveing woodin ones we have metal ones.



 We don’t have to push against the ground we use the peddles and we put stickers on the 
bike and I don’t think that thy had stickers in the oldie days .we also pant on are bicycles 
we have different kinds of designs 



But they still have different types of disins.and different sizes. Bicycles are a big part of are 
life. Bikes are a tip of transportashin. Transportation is a moving vehicle that can take you 
to different places.



As you can see these bikes are not the same in the old days in the old days they had a big wheel in the front and 
the rider had to push agents the ground gust to make it move.and we have flags and stickers and lots and lots of 

things like that . And as you herd the bikes are not the same anymore the y don’t look the same anymore.

Past.                                                           Naw 



The end 


